Comfortable cycling adventures along Mura, Drava and Danube, through one of the most beautiful and pristine riverine landscapes in Europe.

We offer full-package cycling holidays that include:
- top advice from an experienced and competent team of our Booking&Service Centre,
- unique individual travel planning and booking with online trail booking system,
- accommodation in best rated local hotels and bed&breakfasts,
- half board with focus on local cuisine, fabulous services such as luggage transport, shuttle services and transport back to the starting point,
- visit of most interesting local attractions, experiences and festivals,
- attractive and surprising trail offers,
- safety first: all travel offers comply with the EU Package Travel Directive 90/314/EEC.

Besides cycling, the visitors of the Amazon of Europe area have a chance to enjoy in various unforgettable experiences:
- river experiences: canoeing, rafting and swimming,
- nature experiences: bird watching, horse riding,
- cultural escapes: guided walks and festivals in historic towns and villages,
- relaxation in numerous spas,
- tasting authentic local dishes such as goulash, fish stew, gibanica or bregi pie,
- and most of all, sensing the warm hospitality of the local people all along the way.

AMAZON OF EUROPE BIKE TRAIL

Discover Amazon of Europe by cycling along Mura, Drava and Danube.
Amazon of Europe Bike Trail crossing future UNESCO 5-country Biosphere Reserve Mura-Drava-Danube*

*nominated to UNESCO by Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary and Serbia in September 2019
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